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INFINITESIMAL CALCULUS ON LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES:
1. FUNDAMENTALS

BY

K. D. STROYAN

Abstract. Differential calculus on nonnormed locally convex spaces suffers

from technical difficulties (and the subsequent plethora of different definiti-

ions) partly because the families of multilinear maps over the spaces do not

inherit a suitable topology. In this note we give the elementary ingredients

of a strong differentiation based on Abraham Robinson's theory of infini-
tesimals.

Though nontopologizable, our theory is a natural generalization of stan-

dard infinitesimal calculus (finite dimensional or Banach space), see Robin-

son [1966], Keisler [1976], or Stroyan and Luxemburg [1976]. It is simpler

than many recent developments, e.g., Yamamuro [1974] and Keller [1974].

The technical improvement of our approach should lead to advances in a
variety of subjects.

1. Infinitesimal vectors and maps. Let E be a complete real locally convex

(Hausdorff) linear space whose topology is defined by a family of seminorms

P. Eachp £ P is a function p: E -» [0, co) satisfying:

p(Xx) = |A|p(.x)   for A £ R x E E, (H)

and

p(x + y) < p(x) + p(y)   for x,y E E. (A)

Let F be a complete real locally convex (Hausdorff) linear space with a gauge

of seminorms Q. We denote the set of continuous w-linear maps from

E X ... x E = Em into F by Linm(E; F).

Now consider a full type-theoretic model or a superstructure % which

contains R, E, and F. We shall deal with a K-saturated elementary extension

*9C of % where k = card(9C) and henceforth refer to this as a polysaturated

extension of %. Inside *% live the extensions *R, *E, *F and an extended

function *p, or just p: *E -» *R for each seminormp 6 P. The finite scalars

are denoted by 0, they are the numbers in *R bounded by the extension of

some ordinary r ER. For specificity we denote { *r: r E R), the standard

numbers embedded one at a time in the extension by "R c *R. We use a « b

for "a is infinitesimally close to b" in the scalars *R. The reader is referred to
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one of the following introductions to model-theoretic analysis and an answer

to the question "What are infinitesimals?": Robinson [1966], Luxemburg

[1969], [1973], Machover and Hirschfeld [1969], Bernstein [1973], Barwise

[1977], or Stroyan and Luxemburg [1976]. The main facts are that infinite sets

have proper extensions, that is, *A \ "A =£ 0, and first order formal proper-

ties are preserved in the extension. Thus *R is a totally ordered field and

*R \ "R ^ 0, in particular, there are infinite hyperreals (greater than each

a- £ °R+) and infinitesimals as well as finite numbers.

In studying the spaces *E and *F, one measures distances with the

families °P = { *p: p E P) and "Q = { *q: q E Q) rather than the whole

extension *P or *Q. Two fundamental ideas are the notion of finite and

infinitesimal in *Eand *F. The P-finitepoints inE are:

fin,( *E) = {xE *E: P(x)e8 foreachp G °P}.

The P-infinitesimal relation on *E is:

p
x « y   if and only if p(x — y) a¿ 0 for eachp G "P.

The set of points a P-infinitesimal from zero in *E:

infi,(*E) = {xG *E:x£ 0}.

We use x « y when P is clear from the contex. The infinitesimals are

frequently denoted nP(0) and referred to as the P-monad of zero. The

quotient

Ê = fin( *E)/inf( *E)

is the infinitesimal hull (or nonstandard hull) of *E with the topology of {p:

p E P), wherep(x) = st(p(x)), for x G fin( *E) is a seminorm on E defined

by p. This has been extensively studied; see Henson and Moore [1972] for an

introduction and Stroyan and Luxemburg [1976] for a survey. In the finite

dimensional case the hull is isomorphic to the original space R" =s R".

Generally, though not always, an infinite dimensional hull is larger to reflect

various kinds of limits. The original (Hausdorff) space is always embedded as

"E ç E", so we write E for °E.

A subset B C E is bounded in the conventional sense if and only if its

nonstandard extension consists entirely of finite points,

*B C fin( *E).

When E is not topologized by a finite set of seminorms the relation between

bounded sets in E and finite points in *E is not easily transferable. We call

the union of the standard bounded sets the P-boundedpoints of *E,

hdP( *E)= U [ *B: B is bounded in E].

This is the largest union monad inside the finite points. We have bd/>( *E) C
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finP( *E) with equality if and only if P is equivalent to a single seminorm. Both

the bounded points and finite points are modules over the finite scalars.

A linear map L: E -» F has a nonstandard extension *L: *E -> *F which

we denote by L also since it agrees with L on the embedded "E. As one

might expect, a linear map is continuous (at zero) if and only if whenever

x « 0 in *E, then L(x) « 0 in *F. As a result of homogeneity, a standard

linear map is continuous also if and only if it maps finite points to finite

points, finj,(*E) into finß(*F).

(1.1). Definition. Let E and F be complete standard (Hausdorff) locally

convex R-vector spaces.

The finite m-linear internal maps from *E to *F, FLinm( *E; *F), are those

internal linear maps L: *Em -> *F, L E *[Linm(E; F)] such that if xx,..., xm

E fin( *E), then L(xx, ...,xm)E fin( *F).

The infinitesimal m-linear maps from *E to *F, ILinm( *E; *F), are those

internal m-linear maps such that if xx,..., xm E fin( *E) then L(xx,..., xm)

E inf( *F). We shall write Kœ L for (K - L) E ILinm( *E; *F) when E, P,
F, Q, and m are clear from the context.

We shall denote the space FLinm( *E; *F)/ILinm(*E; *F) by LÎnm(Ê; F).

Some simple observations are as follows.

(1.2). Proposition. FLinm( *E; *F) and ILinm( *E; *F) are 0 -modules.

(1.3). Proposition. FLinm(*E; *F) is precisely the space of m-linear maps

nearly annihilated by infinitesimal scalars, that is, L E FLinm(*E; *F) iff

eL E ILinm(*E; *F)for each e infinitesimal in *R.

(1.4). Proposition. Evaluation and the natural identifications

FLinm( *E; FLin"( *E; *F)) s FLin(m+n)( *E; *F)

as well as compositions

FLinm(*F; *G) x[FLin"(*E; *F)]%FLin"( *E; *G)

are STANDARDLY-continuous or S-continuous, that is, infinitesimal change in

the variable produces infinitesimal change in the answer.

This natural generalization of Robinson's notion of 5-continuity applies to

vector maps as well as multilinear maps despite the fact that it is nontopologi-

cal in the map spaces. While intermediate stages of these 'continuities' are not

necessarily topological, maps from vectors in *E to vectors in *F thru such

compositions are continuous in the ordinary sense by a standard result of the

theory of infinitesimals (e.g., Stroyan and Luxemburg [1976, 8.3.1]).

We shall need to talk about the intermediate stages nonetheless. One

immediate reason for this machinery is that a map is "C" if [Dfa(-) - Dfb(-)]

is an infinitesimal linear map when a œ b; that is, if x h» DFX is S-continu-

ous.
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In the case where E and F are normed, finite maps are those with finite

norm and infinitesimal maps those with infinitesimal norm. In the finite

dimensional case, finite (resp. infinitesimal) means representation by matrices

with finite (resp. infinitesimal) entries for standard bases. Finally, "61" in the

infinitesimal map sense is the usual notion of "continuously differentiable" in

the normed space case.

2. Differentiable and uniformly differentiable functions. Because of the

distinction between bounded and finite points in a nonnormed space two

notions of "C" seem appropriate. We give the definitions and some elemen-

tary facts about them in this section. The two notions coincide in Banach and

metrizable spaces. Other possibihties would be to require the remainder (tj

below) to be a bounded infinitesimal.

The weaker notion of derivative is:

(2.1). Definition. A standard map f defined on a subset ofE, taking values in

F is boundedly differentiable at a point a E E with bound derivative dfa E

Lin(E, F) if whenever x E bd( *E) and 8 is a positive infinitesimal scalar in

*R+, we have

± [f(a + 8x)-f(a)]=dfa(x) + V

for some infinitesimal vector tj G inf( *¥).

This is a bounded-open condition in E because it requires something

(including being defined) of a standard map for every point a bounded

infinitesimal from a. (See "Cauchy's principle" in Stroyan and Luxemburg

[1976].)
Bounded derivatives exist if and only if the following condition is satisfied:

"For every bounded set B C E and every positive tolerance 0 and each

seminorm q on F, there exists a positive A such that whenever 8 < A and

x E B, then

q[\[f(a + 8x)-f(a)]-0fa(x)\<9r

This is a simple translation exercise which we shall not include.

A simple example which demonstrates a potential use for bounded dif-

ferentiability of this kind is to take the function f(x) = \\x\\2 on a Hubert

space with its weak topology. In this case "bounded" means finite norm since

the norm and weak topologies are compatible with self-duality. There are

weak infinitesimals of infinite norm (e.g., Stroyan and Luxemburg [1976,

(10.2.5)]) so/cannot satisfy Definition (2.2) below while it does satisfy (2.1).

Examples of this kind can also be constructed in function spaces with

noncompact domain, but from the point of view of the nonstandard space the

difficulty with infinite norm looks much the same.
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(2.2). Definition. A standard map f is differentiable at a G E with standard

derivative Dfa E Lin(E; F) // whenever a finite vector x G fin(*E) and an

infinitesimal scalar 8 G *R+ are given

±[f(a + 8x)-f(a)] = Dfa(x) + r,

for some infinitesimal vector r/ G inf( *F).

Although we have no immediate need for the conventional formulation,

this is equivalent to the statement that "for every seminorm q on F and

positive tolerance 0, there exists a neighborhood N of zero in E and there

exists a A such that if 8 < A and x E N, then q{(l/8)[f(a + 8x) - f(a)] -

Dfa(x)} < 9." This condition was apparently introduced by Bastiani [1964].

The proof of the equivalence is as follows: The infinitesimal condition implies

that whenever S is a ""-finite extension of "P c S c *P and A is infinitesi-

mal, thenpLx) < 1 for allp G S and 8 < A imply x is finite and the a-norm

of the remainder is less than 0. The set of seminorms and A's is internal by

virtue of our description (see the internal definition principle of Stroyan and

Luxemburg [1976]) and consequently must contain a standard finite family of

p's and a standard A (see Luxemburg's *-finite family lemma in Stroyan and

Luxemburg [1976]).

Conversely, if the condition above holds, x G fin( *E) and 5 is a positive

infinitesimal, then V8 • (x) E *N, for each standard neighborhood, VS <

A, for each standard A, so that q(r\) < 0, for each standard positive 9.

(2.3). Definition.^ standard map f: U-*F,UEE, is uniformly differentia-

ble provided there is a standard map Df defined on U satisfying the condition

that whenever a is near a standard point of * U, Dfa E FLin( *E; *F) and

when x E fin( *E) is a finite vector and 8 is a positive infinitesimal,

±[f(a + 8x)-f(a)] = Dfa(x) + -n

for some infinitesimal r¡ E inf( *F).

Observe that our definition is an open condition in E since we require

something for all infinitesimals on an internal/(Cauchy's principle). It agrees

with the conventional definition of 61 when E and F are Banach spaces. Our

formula for Df2 is only unique up to an infinitesimal map, but since Df is a

standard map it is unique.

Uniform bound differentiability is defined by restricting x to bounded

vectors of bd( *E), rather than allowing it to run over all finite points.

The reader might observe that f(x) = x2 sin(tr/x) is not uniformly dif-

ferentiable in any neighborhood of zero. (The condition fails when a is a

positive infinitesimal.)

(2.4). Proposition. A uniformly differentiable function is S-continuously

differentiable at near-standard points.
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Proof. Suppose / is uniformly differentiable on a set containing near

standard points a and b with a fa b. We must show that Dfa « Dfb as linear

maps.

A simple application of saturation in *% shows that there is an infinite

scalar ß such that fi(¿ - a) is still infinitesimal (Henson and Moore [1972] or

Stroyan and Luxemburg [1976, (10.1.15)]). Let 8 - 1/ß. Uniform-differentia-

bility at b says:

f(a)-f(b) = Dfb(a-b) + 8-Vx (1)

with tj, infinitesimal in *F. Let £ = 8x + a for some finite x and apply

uniform-differentiability at a:

f(0-f(a) = 8-Dfa(x) + 8-rl2 (2)

with tj2 infinitesimal in *F. We also have | = 8[x + Sl(a — b)] + b so

uniform-differentiability at b says:

/(£) - f(b) = 8Dfb(x) + Dfb(a-b) + 8-tj3 (3)

with tj3 infinitesimal in *F. Now (3)—(2)—(1) gives:

8[Dfb(x)-Dfa(x)] = 8-V

with tj infinitesimal. Since 8 =£0, Dfa(x) «i Dfb(x).

(2.5). Remark. Notice that the proof actually shows more, namely if

Dfa E FLin( *E; *¥)for STANDARD values of a, then Dfb G FLin( *E; *F)
for b « a, in other words the map Df need only be assumed to take values in

*Lin( *E; *¥) rather than the external space FLin( *E; *F).

(2.6). Chain rule. Let g: U Ç E-»F and f: V Q F-»G be uniformly

differentiable maps for which the composite can be formed. Then D(f ° g)x =

Dfg,X) ° Dgx is the uniform derivative of h = f ° g.
Calculation. Let b = g(a).

h(a + 8x) - h(a)=f(g(a + ox)) - f(g(a))

= Dfb[8-(Dfa(x) + r,)] + 8-S

= 8-Dfg,a)°Dga(x) + 8-9,

where tj, £, 9 are infinitesimal. Notice that 7%(rj) « 0 since Btj « 0 for some

infinite scalar ß. Hence ñ • Dfb(r¡) is finite and 1/Q times a finite vector is

infinitesimal.

In many concretely defined spaces, verification of uniform differentiability

is easy becaus» infinitesimals have a simple description and formal calcula-

tion lift* to *E For example, on the space of real sequences the Tychonoff

topology is described by x «y if and only if Xj «y,- for finite indices./ G "N.

The map

(xx, x2,... )r->(sin(x,), sin(2x2), sin(3x3),... )
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is uniformly differentiable at finite a = (ax, a2,... ) (i.e., such that a¡ is finite

in *R for finite/ G °N). We simply have

i                                                 \cos(jSx) — ll sin(j8x)
I [/(a + 8x) -f(a)].= sin(/a,) ±-^-f-¿ +cos(/a,) -^

= /*,- cos(/ay) + Ô • z,-,      z, finite,

and

[Dfa(x)]j=j cos(jaJ)Xj.

On the other hand, as a map restricted to /°° the function is not differentiable

at zero. Let a = 0, x = (1,1,1,... ) and 5 = tt/2ü for ñ G *N00, so that

iW«^)-/WL-fHf)]-(f)-
Now, the /"-norm is described by x «y if and only if Xj Tayj for all/ G *N,

finite or not, so the difference quotient is infinite in */°°.

Yamamuro [1974] uses the function

l \ ¿       V 1**1
(*1> -*2> • • • )  r->   *i   Z,     n   i   i     n    i*

ft-1   [1 + 1**1]-2*

to distinguish several conventional notions of differentiability. If a, œ bj for

finite /, then Robinson's sequential lemma says a, «* b¡ for 1 < / < ß

G *N„, so00' '

£        Kl £        fal
¿,   [l + fc|]-2*"Ä   [1 + IW1-2»

and 2"_a+i (1/2*) « 0, therefore

iU(o+to)-iW]_„i _M_+e,

with e « 0.

(2.7). Riemann integrals for vectors and maps. A continuous standard image

of a compact interval is compact, so the Riemann integral of a continuous

standard function/: [a, b] -> F,

rbf(t) dtE F
'a

exists. The infinitesimal Riemann sums are simply (b — a) times a ""-convex

combination of values of/. Since F is complete and the closed absolutely

convex envelope of a compact set is totally bounded, the common standard

part of all the Riemann sums exists in F.

Next, suppose t \-+ L, is a standard S-continuous map with values in

Linm(E, F) for a < t < b. Given standard vectors xx,...,xm in E, the

r
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function f(t) = L,(xx, . . . , xm) is continuous, so the integral

fbaL,(xx,..., xm) dt exists in F. Hence xx,...,xm h» ¡baL,(xx, ...,xm)dt is

a standard m-linear map denoted by the integral and ¡baL,( • • • ) dt is in

Linm(E, F). To prove the continuity one simply takes finite vectors

xx,...,xm in fin( *E), approximates the integral infinitesimally (using

transfer of the "epsilon-delta" integral definition)

L, dt(xx,..., xm) » 2 L\(xx,..., xm)Atj
7-1

and estimates a ç-norm of the sum by (b - a) ■ maxj(q[Ll(xx,..., xm)]) =

(b — d)L,x(xx,..., xm) for some X between 1 and u. Now L, a¿ L, as maps,

where j = st(tx), and Ls is finite since it is standard and continuous. Thus

fgL, dt is finite and therefore continuous since it is standard. The Riemann

integral of an S-continuous standard map with values in Linm(E; F) is

directly well defined by taking

J n

I
b

L,dt=-i S V • • • )A{,
7 = 1

h

the infinitesimal hull of an infinitesimal Riemann sum. The point of the

above remarks is that this hull is standard and the Riemann sums approximate

the integral (even) at (nonstandard) finite points of evaluation, and in particu-

lar, uniformly on bounded sets.

(2.8.a). Fundamental Theorem. When

F(x) = [Xf(t)dt,
'a

where f: [a, b] -» F is a continuous standard function, then DFx(h) = A -f(x) is

the uniform derivative of F, DFX E F Lin(R; F), x E (a, b).

Proof. For each seminorm q on F, x in *[a, b] and infinitesimal 5, with

x + 8 in [a, b],

q{[F(x + 8)- F(x)] - 8.f(x)} = ?{jH+V(<) -/(*)] dt)

<[X+Sq{f(t)-f(x)}dt

< 8- max[q{f(t) - f(x)}: x < t < x + 8]

and the *-maximum is attained at c « x, hence is infinitesimal by 5-continu-

ity of / at x. Notice that f(x) is near-standard by compactness, so DFX G

FLin(R; F).
This is one-half of the Fundamental Theorem.
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(2.8.b). Fundamental Theorem. Suppose fis a standard uniformly-differen-

tiable function on a segment [a, b] in E. Let (df/dt)(t) = 7)/[a+,(é_a)](6 — a).

Thenf(b) - f(a) = jxQ(df/dt)(t) dt.

Proof. (df/dt)(t) is continuous by (2.4). We know the integral exists by

(2.7) so we select an equal infinitesimal partition to calculate it with left

evaluation. By definition of uniformly-differentiable,

= i(a + l(6-û)) + èîi*'
with tj* infinitesimal, so a Riemann sum equals the telescoping sum

£  Af(k)=f(b)-f(a)
k-l

plus a sum of infinitesimals in *F,

ß -

2   Vk' ñ •

In any S-continuous norm q on *F,

?( 2 % ¿ I < ¿   2  rnax(q(r,k): 1< * < ß) = max(q(-nk)) « 0,

since the internal maximum is attained. Therefore, the difference is infinitesi-

mal in *F and our theorem is proved.

3. Higher order derivatives. The second derivative of a standard function/

at a standard point "a" can be described as follows. Suppose first that /has a

first derivative Df in a finite neighborhood of a. If there is a standard finite

(continuous) bilinear map B(-, • ) satisfying the condition that whenever

x G fin( *E) and 8 is an infinitesimal scalar, then

^[Dfa+Sx(-) - Dfa(-)] = B(x, ■) + r,(-)

for some infinitesimal map tj G ILin(E; F). When such a B exists we shall

denote it by £>%(•, •)•

A standard function /: U C E -> F is twice uniformly-differentiable pro-

vided first that the standard map 7>ya(-, • ) exists for standard values of a,

but also whenever a is near a standard value of *U,xE fin( *E), and 5 is an

infinitesimal scalar,

} [-%+«,(■ ) - »fat )] = D2fa(x, . ) + „(• )

for some infinitesimal map tj G ILin(E; F).
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A twice uniformly differentiable function is twice continuously differentia-

ble (in the sense of S-continuity): when b « a, near-standard in * U, then

[D2fb - D2fa] E ILin2(E; F). The proof of (2.4) can be carried over to this

setting simply by applying the condition above to Df and taking the tl in

ILiníE; F).
In this section we generalize these remarks to fc-times uniformly differentia-

ble functions. These functions have the same basic properties as ordinary

Banach-space-ô4-functions; Leibniz' rule, the higher order chain rule,

Taylor's small oh formula and its converse. The proofs in the locally convex

setting are nearly the same as standard infinitesimal proofs (compare Stroyan

and Luxemburg [1976], for example).

(3.1). Definition. Let f: U Ç E-»F be a standard map. Suppose f is

k-uniformly differentiable, where the case k = 1 is as in (2.3). We say f is

(k + l)-uniformly differentiable provided there is a standard map Z)(*+1)/:.

i/-»Lin(*+1)(E, F) such that whenever a is near a standard point of *U,

Z)(*+1)/, G FLin(*+I)( *E, *F) and when x is a finite vector and 8 is a positive

infinitesimal,

| [dW ) - *%(• )] - 0(*+,)/fl(*, •> + *(•>

for some infinitesimal map r¡(-) G ILin*(*E; *F).

More generally, if L: t/-»Lin*(E; F) is a standard mapping we say L is

uniformly differentiable if there is a standard map DL: t/-»Lin(*+1)(E, F)

satisfying the "small oh" formula above.

A simple modification of the proof of (2.4) yields the following:

(3.2). Proposition. If f is a k-uniformly differentiable standard function on

U, then x h» Dkfxis S-continuous for x near-standard in * U.

Now we turn to the locally convex analog of the classical necessary and

sufficient condition for a function to be a G^-map. Let SFLin*( *E; *F)

denote the space of symmetric finite A-linear internal maps from

*SLin*( *E; *F), L(xx, ...,xh) = L(xe(X),..., xe(fi) for a permutation 0,

where SLinA(E; F) denotes the symmetric continuous A-linear maps. A stan-

dard map is continuous if and only if its ""-extension is finite, but *SLin',( *E;

*F) properly contains SFLinA(*E; *F) in general,

(3.3). Taylor's uniform small oh formula. Let U be open in E and f:

U -> F be a standard function. Then f is k-uniformly-differentiable on U if and

only if there exist standard maps L(A}: t/-»SLinA(E; F), for 1 < h < k, such

that whenever a is near-standard in *U,x is a finite vector in fin(*E) and 8 is

an infinitesimal scalar, then there is an infinitesimal vector r\ G inf(*F) satisfy-

ing
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f(a + 8x)=î   £l¿{xf* + 9k- +
A=0    "•

The unique maps Lh = Dhf.

When / is ^-uniformly differentiable we need to show symmetry of the

higher order derivatives plus the formula. We know Dhf maps into LinA(E; F)

by finiteness of Dhfa at standard a. For the converse we must show finiteness

of Dhfa at near-standard a and that Lh = Dhf,\ < A < k.

Proof. Suppose / is ft-uniformly differentiable with k > 2 (since k = 1

follows from the definition). Define a standard function of two E variables,

g(x,y) =f(a + x+y)-f(a + x) - D2fa(y,x),

with the derivative with respect to x is given by:

Dgx(- )=[Df(a+x+y)(- ) - Df,a+x)(- ) - D2fa(y, • )].

We may estimate a change in g, [g(x,y) - g(0,y)] by the Fundamental

Theorem (2.9.b) and the triangle inequality obtaining the result that "for every

x and y such that a + x and a + x + y are in U, q(g(x,y) - g(0,y)) <

max[q((dg/dt)(s)): 0 < s < 1]," where q is a seminorm on F. Moreover the

maximum of the statement in quotes is attained.

Now we transform the property in quotes to the nonstandard model, let

z, w be finite vectors and 8, e he infinitesimal scalars and apply the property

with x = 8z and y = ew, then with x = ew and y = 8z. The difference

[ g(8z, ew) - g(0, ew)] - [ g(ew, 8z) - g(0, 8z)]

= D2fa(8z,ew)-D2fa(m,8z).

Substitution in the expression above for Dgx(-) gives

^ (t) = Df,a+tS2+ew)(8z) - Df,a+tSz)(8z) - 7>%(w, 8z)

and i/-differentiability of Df gives

§ (l) = D2fla+lS¡)(ew, 8z) - D2fa(tw, 8z) + rj(ew, 8z)

where tj is an infinitesimal map. We know also by (3.2) that 7)2/(a+/&) « D2fa,

so (dg/dt)(t) = £ (ew, 8z) for an infinitesimal map £. Consequently, the

difference 7)%(w, z) - D2fa(z, w) is an infinitesimal, forcing equality when a

is standard. Thus D\f has its range in SLin2(E; F) since it is a standard map.

Symmetry of the higher order derivatives follows by induction applying this

argument to x h> Dh~2fx, using the inductive hypothesis that £>*"'/ is sym-

metric.

The classical integral formula for the remainder (see Stroyan and Luxem-

burg [1976], for example) carries over to our locally convex setting giving
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R»+x (a, Sx) =jf' 2^ [D*+xfía+lSx)(8xf+l) " Z>*+,/.(«*)(*+,)] *

and again the triangle inequahty and the fact that Dih+x^a+iSx)m Dh+Xfa

yield Taylor's formula. Specifically, transfer the statement

q(R^x (a, &)) < J££jL î(2?A+I/(a+^)(xf+1> - Z>*+'/a(x)<A+1>)

at an i, 0 < 5 < 1, and apply (3.2).

The converse claims first that if b » a, for a standard in "U, then L¿ « L*

and in particular L¿ is finite. The case h = 1 is the Remark (2.5). When

k > 1 we take 5 a positive infinitesimal scalar and Xq, xx, ..., x* finite

vectors and form the differences:

f(a + 8x0 + 8xx + ■ ■ • + 8xk)

k ^

- 2 f(a + 8xo + 5*i + • • • +&&+••• + 8xk)
j"'

+     2     f(a + 8x0+8xx+---+8x¡+---+8Xj+---+8xk)
\<¡<j<k

+ ...+ (-!)(*-•) J /(„ + 5x0 + fix,) + (-I)kf(a + 8x0).
j-y

Expanding these differences in Taylor polynomials about a + 8x0 gives

-(a + l

£(&

Lk+8xg « L* and since L* is a standard fc-linear continuous map it is finite

when a is standard. Finally, any b « a can be written as 6 = a + [fl • (6 —

z)]/ß where ß is an infinite scalar for which ß • (6 — a) is still infinitesimal.

Let fi = 1/ß and x0 = ß • (b — a), so b = a + Sx„.

When k = I, Taylor's formula is the definition of the uniform derivative on

U. We assume for the induction that it is known that Lx — Dhfx when h < k

and that the function may be expanded by the formula. We also know now

that L¿+x m Lk+X when b « a. We conclude the proof by showing D(Dkf)

— Lk+X as follows. Let 8 be a positive infinitesimal and let x and y be finite

vectors. We expand/(a + 8x + 8y) two ways:

/(a + fix + 5y) = ¿   TT D%a+Sx)(y)w

£(o+s*o)(ä*i» • • • » fi**) + Ô* ■ n,   while   expanding   about   a   gives

La (fix,,..., 8xk) + 8k • £ with r/ and f infinitesimal vectors. This shows that

A-0

+ 7J^;mO')(*+,) + ô-<*+,>-r,

¿ |í w*+^)(A) + 77^7 ¿r°(*+>o(*+,) + °<*+i>-r
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where tj and £ are infinitesimal in *F. Next, form the difference between the

two expansions and rewrite the terms involving multilinear maps applied to

(x + y) as a polynomial iny.

«<*+i>. tf _ „) . £   |! [D%a+Sx)(yf > - 7>*/a(x +yf>]
A/ = 0

g(*+0
(f^j [Llk:?x)(yf+X> - La*+'>(x +yf+1>]

where

A-0

5*
AW/** = ff [»X+Uyf" - Dkfa(y){k) - Lak+X\8x,y^)]

and

fi(*+D
n+iWyH1) - (fnyr [^>0)(*+,)- ¿<*+W+,)].

This term is in ILin*+1( *E; *F) by the paragraph above, Z,a*¿¿ » L*+l.

Hence, SA_0P/,(^)y(A) = 8k+x • 9, where 9 is infinitesimal in *F. By virtue of

the homogeneity of the polynomial we have Pk(x)yik) = ô*+1|, with £ infini-

tesimal in *F, so by the expression above for Pk, Da(Dkf(yik)))(x) equals

L?+xXx,y«\
The fact that Pk(x)y(k) = ô(*+,)£ can be seen as follows. Let öq, ..., ak be

distinct standard scalars and form the Vandermonde matrix times the col-

umns vector of P's:

«o

«i «1*

AW/

by the calculations above since a-y are all finite. The Vandermonde matrix

has a standard inverse and £ is the fcth entry of the inverse applied to the

column of ̂ 's.

Suppose AT is a symmetric fc-linear map andy„ ... ,yk are finite vectors.

We can write M(yx, ...,yk) in terms of M([yx + • • • + yk]k), AT fly,
+ • • • + y) + + ykn  M([yx + + yi + + yj + - - • +

yk]k),..., M(yk) by using the multinomial theorem. For example, 2AT(x, y)

- M([x + y]2) - M(x2) - M(y2) and 6A7(x, y, z) = M(\x + y + z]3) -

M([x + yf) - M(\x + z]3) - M(\y + z]3) + 2M(x3) + 2M(y3) + 2M(z3)
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and so on. Applying this to both sides of our formula for Da(Dkf) — Lk+1

shows that D(k+X)fa = L^k+ X) in the general case of different y 's.

(3.4). Remark. The Fundamental Theorem and integration by parts

(needed in this proof) also work for map-valued integrals; in fact, the proof of

(2.8) carries over using infinitesimal map errors instead of infinitesimal vector

errors. We omit the details.

4. Equidifferentiable and equi-integrable families. In solving differential,

integral, or functional equations one frequently devises a sequence, net, filter,

or other family of approximate solutions, &. The approximations f E &

themselves need not be differentiable, though one seeks a differentiable

solution "in the limit." The conventional method applies differentiability

equably or equably "at infinity." Robinson [1966] and others have shown how

to replace such family conditions by the simpler standard conditions on single

infinitesimal approximations / G *&. Hence we shall concentrate on

STANDARD-differentiability conditions of internal functions in the non-

standard model. The translation exercises into equidifferentiabiUty of stan-

dard families "at infinity" are left to the reader.

The basic idea of the section is that standard infinitesimal conditions like

Definition (2.3) when applied to internal functions mean the same thing in

terms of "epsilons and deltas" on the infinitesimal hulls [E, F, Lin(Ê; F), etc.]

that the standard conditions mean for standard functions on the standard

unextended spaces. (This has particularly powerful consequences in the

(HM)-spaces.) The equivalent conventional equiconditions without benefit of

infinitesimal hulls become excessively awkward in our opinion.

To shorten things a little we shall make our definition of uniform standard

derivatives for internal functions taking values in *Lin*(*E; *F) where we

let Lin°(E; F) equal F. Notice that when / is standard our définition is the

same as (2.3) on the set of near-standard points.

(4.1). Definition. An internal map f with values in *Lin*( *E; *F) is

SU-differentiable on a subset W of its domain in *E provided that there is an

internal map Df whose domain includes W such that for w E W, f(w) G

FLin*( *E; *F), Dfw E FLin*+,( *E; *F), and whenever x is in fin( *E) and 8

is a positive infinitesimal, f(w + fix) is defined and

±[f(w + 8x)-f(w)] = Dfw(x) + V

where tj is infinitesimal in ILin*( *E; *F).

The internal derivative Dfw is not unique, but if L\, also satisfies the "small

oh" condition, then Dfw — L\, is an infinitesimal map. Thus (Dfw/œ) is

unique.

The argument of (2.4) above yields:
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(4.2). Proposition. If the internal function f is SU-differentiable on the

infinitesimals around a in *E, then Df is S-continuous at a.

As in the case of derivatives of standard functions, S-continuity of the

internal map Df has the standard infinitesimal meaning in *E, b x¿ a implies

Dfb « Dfa as maps. The associated "epsilon-delta" continuity of Df in the

hulls is nontopologizable in general.

A simple application of equable uniform differentiability is Leibniz' rule

for differentiating under the integral. Notice that the hypotheses are fulfilled

if the function is jointly uniformly differentiable.

(4.3). Leibniz' rule. Let U be open in E, letf: [a, b] X £/-» Lin*(E; F) be a

standard S-continuous map and suppose a standard S-continuous partial deriva-

tive df/dx: [a,b]X t/-»Lin(*+1)(E; F) exists satisfying the SU-derivative

small oh equation at near-standard x for each t in *[a, b]. Then

9/DJ f(t,x)dt=J   -£(t,x)dt.

Proof. By transfer we may infinitesimally approximate

Jf¿| [f(t,x + 8z)-f(t,x)]dt^f   ]I [/(/, x + 8z) - f(t, x)] dtn 2   j [f{tj, x + 8z)~ f(tj, x)]Atj

« 2   J£ {h, x)(z)Atj+ 2 M
7 = 1     0X 7 = 1

f Tx^x)dt (-)•

This proves Leibniz' rule.

We shall give a general formulation of Peano's theorem for differential

equations on the spaces *Lin*( *E; *¥) = L. Specializing to the case k = 0

and standard / our hypotheses are equivalent to uniform continuity and

bounded range.

(4.4). Peano's Theorem. Let f: [0, 1] X L -» L be an internal S-continuous

map whose range consists entirely of finite points. For each finite b EL, there

exists an internal SU-differentiable function v: [0,1] -> L satisfying the initial

value problem

v(0) = b   and  dv = / (t,v(t)) dt.

Notice that our theorem is new even for (TJ)-spaces and standard vector-

valued maps, since the solution generally ties in E and not E. Cf. Godunov

[1975]. Hence the following

(4.5). Corollary. With fas in (4.4), if F is an (HM)-space in particular, if

it is finite dimensional, (FM), nuclear, or Schwartz then the initial value
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problem is standard and v(t) is a standard solution.

Proof. (HM)-spaces are those for which the hulls of finite points of *F all

lie in the standard completion; thus v(t) is a map into the completion,/takes

values in the completion, and the differential equation in the hull holds on the

completion. We assume in this paper that our spaces are complete, hence

F = F.
Remark. This property is characteristic of (HM)-spaces. Let y be a finite

point not near any standard point. Let x be a fixed standard vector with the

seminorm a such that a(x — y), q(x), and q(y) are noninfinitesimal. Let/be

a linear extension of the "rotation" map (? ¿" ')(*). The equation dû = /(«) has

only nonstandard solutions at x = u(0), û(t) = cos(r)x + sin(r)y.

Standard bounded continuous differential equations have standard solu-

tions on the larger class of (Af)-spaces; see Dubinsky [1964] and Corollary

(4.6).
Proof of (4.4). Define an infinitesimal polygon:

„(O)-*,    c(i±I).c(|)+»/(*.0(*))

filling in linearly between k/Q, and (k + l)/ß, where ß is an infinite

hyperinteger. Let t and t + fi he in *[0, 1] with S infinitesimal. We claim

v(t + 8) - v(t) = 8-f(t,v(t)) + S-T,

with tj infinitesimal. This is automatic if t = A/ß and t + 8 lies in the

1/ß-interval. In general,

•«+»)-■>«)—/(ttMt1))

+lMïï-°(ïï))èMMïï))
where

(w - A - 1)

Since the range of / is finite and internal, whenever a is an S'-continuous

seminorm and x,,..., xm are finite in *E,

a{[ü(/ + 5)-ü(/)](x„...,xm)}

and the   *-finite maximum is attained. Hence v is S-continuous in L.

Applying this and the S-continuity of /, we see that f(t,v(t))^f(J/^L,
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cO'/ß)) for (X - 1) < j < w Let/(r, v(t)) + rj: = /0'/ß, v(j/Ü)), so that

o(r + 8)-v(t) -«•/(/,o(l)) + e--x-i + ¿   2 ty+í-1«

= Ô •/(/, v(t)) + 8 • (hyperconvex combination of infinitesimals).

Since the infinitesimals are hyperconvex, we see that f(t, v(t)) is an SU-de-

rivative of v.

(4.6). Corollary. Let f be as in (4.4) and assume in addition that the range

of f consists entirely of near-standard vectors or maps. Then for each standard b,

v(t) is a standard solution to the standard initial value problem.

Proof. The closed convex envelope of a compact set in a complete space is

compact; hence the *-convex combinations of f(t, u(r))-vectors defining v(t)

are all near-standard vectors and v(t) = st(v(t)).

Remark. When / is standard and L = F (k = 0) the additional hypothesis

in (4.6) means/has relatively compact range (cf. Dubinsky [1964]). Variations

on this idea are possible when a weak notion of compactness is present. Weak

compactness can be used to show that the strong hull solution is standard;

however weak continuity of / must be assumed. (E.g., see Knight [1974] for

the (7J)-space case.)

(4.7). Definition, ^ai internal map f: [a, b] -» Lin*( *E; *F) oai an interval

with (b - a) finite is SR-integrable provided all the infinitesimal Riemann sums

off have the same hull,

[bf(x)dx= 2 /O/X*, - *,->)h

An infinitesimal Riemann sum is a sum over a *-finite partition a = x0 < xx

< ... < xa = b; x,,f& x,_, for 1 < / < ß with subordinate internal evalua-

tions x¿_, < y¡ < x¡for 1 < i < ß.

This agrees with the standard notion of Riemann integrability when/ is a

standard vector valued function on a standard interval.

Remarks. The hyperconvexity of the infinitesimals implies that S-continu-

ous internal maps with finite range are S7f-integrable. The proof of (4.3)

carries over to an internal map with S-continuous partial 5C/-derivative. The

proof of (4.4) could be interpreted in terms of an integral equation in the hull.

The fundamental theorem carries over to internal functions satisfying the

S-conditions by putting "'s everywhere. More general vector and map in-

tegrals can be studied by generalized infinitesimals in [a, b] (compare Stroyan

and Luxemburg [1976, (9.2.3)]); we restrict ourselves to the classical setting

here.
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We can apply these ideas to obtain an extension of the theory of continu-

ous linear semigroups. Internal finite semigroups include extensions of

equicontinuous standard families and may also prove useful in *-finite

probability and infinitesimal discrete partial differential equations. We plan

to take up applications and a nonlinear theory elsewhere.

(4.8). Definition. A finite linear semigroup is an internal map T: *[0, co) -»

FLin( *E;   *E) such that T0 = Id, the identity, and T{t+S) = Tt » Ts for t,

s E [0, co). The semigroup is (strongly) continuous at t E *[0, co) // Trx œ Ttx

whenever r « t and x E °E. // is S-continuous at t if (Tr - Tt) G ILin( *E;

*E) when rœt.

Note that continuity does not imply ¿"-continuity except in (HM)-spaces

(and that is characteristic of those spaces).

We shall denote the set of finite vectors x where /(/) = T,x is continuous

for all finite t in *[0, co) by Ctn(T). When T is (strongly) continuous for

positive finite time, Ctn D °E and we shall assume that at least this much is

true. When T is S-continuous on the finite numbers in *[0, co), then

Ctn = fin( *E). Notice that the translation semigroup on C[0, co] is not

continuous at all finite vectors, for example, sin(w/) sé sin(<o[r + ir/2u>]).

When x is continuous the improper integrals defined as a sequential limit

in the hull ]q exp(-Xt)T,(x) dt exist in Ê for all positive finite A with A sé 0.

Let Rxx be an (internal) infinitesimal Riemann sum for this integral, for

example, (l/w)2*", exp(—A k/ui)T^ayX, where u and ß are infinite hyper-

integers that approximate the hull integrals for all standard A and x. The

operator Rx is finite, but different Riemann sums may yield different opera-

tors off the set of continuous vectors, Ctn.

Let 5 be a positive infinitesimal and define

Ax = g [ Tsx - x].

This fi-infinitesimal difference operator does not depend on fi over an S-dense

set of continuous vectors, that is, t h» Ttx is differentiable on a set of vectors

Dif(T) = Dif E fin( *E) that approximates Ctn. When x is continuous, we

knowy = RKx is finite and direct calculation yields

/ exs - 1 \
Ay « I —|— \(R\x) - x&Xy-x

so A takes finite values on the ranges Rx(Ctn) for standard positive A,

independent of the particular infinitesimal fi. Simple estimates show that

nR„x-+x in the standard sense for continuous x as n tends to infinity.

(When n is infinite most of nR„x comes from ¡yie~MTtx dt where e « 0 and

there Ttx « x.) This proves our assertion about the points of differentiability

of the semigroup.
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The ranges of Rx consist of continuous vectors because anywhere Ax is

finite, Tt+8x — T,x = 8T,(Ax) and since Tt is a finite operator by hypothesis,

Tl+Sx « Ttx. This also shows that A maps differentiable points to continuous

ones and d(T,x)/dt « 7)(Ax) is S-continuous in t.

Let x be a differentiable point and let y = Xx — A(x). We wish to justify

the calculation:

Ce-*Tt(y)dt

«jHXe-^OOA-l |%-%,(x)(4+j j"e-*Tt(x)dt

« r'Xe-*T,(x) dt- \   f°°e-K'-^Tt(x) dt+ 1   (°° e-*T,(x) dt
Jo à   Jg 0   Jo

« X P e-*T, (x) dt- l+*'8   i" e-*% (x) dt
Jq °        J$

+ \S"e-Tt(x)dt

«4   f e~uT.(x) dim x.
0   Jq

When T is a standard continuous semigroup this shows that 7?x(Xx - A(x)) «

x or that Rx equals [X7 - st(A)]_I. When T is only a finite continuous

semigroup, additional justification is required and in particular the meaning

of infinitesimal integrals needs to be clarified. Suffice it to say that we can

work backwards from such an x, partition [0, 8] into a number of parts, say 1

to w, and use Riemann sums from 1 to ßo>, an infinite number, in place of the

improper integrals. This takes us back to the Riemann sum for the first

improper integral and in particular shows that it exists. This calculation

shows that an internal sum for that integral, 7?^, is an approximate left

inverse of XT — A when XT - A is restricted to the differentiable points of the

semigroup. We already saw that it is an approximate right inverse in the

density argument above.

The Rx operators nearly satisfy the resolvent equation,

[■K(X+e) ~ R\]x Ä ~£^(\+t)R\X

for x in Ctn and finite positive X

R\+*x « T*A+e(X7 - A)7?Ax

= 7*x+e(-£7 + ((X + £)7-A))7?xx

« -eRx+,Rxx + Rxx.

Our remarks so far are leading up to the following result.

(4.9). Theorem. The hull of a finite semigroup Tt restricted to the hull of its
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continuous vectors, T: [0, oo) -► LinfCtn, Ctn), is a standard continuous semi-

group. The pointwise hull of A defined by A(x) = (A(x))" for x G Dif(T) is the

standard generator of T. (A is defined above.) The hulls of the Rx (defined

above) form the resolvent of A for standard X

Proof. Since Tt is a finite operator and Ctn is invariant, the hulls and

restriction are well defined. The internal operators Rx are also finite and leave

Ctn invariant. Since we showed above that A sends Dif into Ctn, in order to

show that A is well defined we only need to show that if x, y E Dif and

x « y, then A(x) « A(y). By the linearity it is sufficient to show that if z « 0

and z G Dif, then A(z) » 0. We do this now.

Let w = A(z) and A G °R+. We know XRX(XI - A)z « Az « 0, from re-

marks preceding the theorem. Also, ARxz « 0, since Rx is finite and z « 0.

Now XJo>e~XlTlw dt fa 0 for all standard A and XRxw -» w as A -» oo, hence

A(z) = w«0. Thus we have shown that A is pointwise well defined.

Remarks. The hull of the translation semigroup on C[0, oo] is itself. A

continuous vector is a uniformly 5-continuous finite valued internal function.

The hull of such a function is a standard continuous function in C[0, oo]

(that is, in {°C[0, oo]}").

The hull of the semigroup on C[— co, oo] given by

00    (Ar)*

(T,x)(s) = e~» 2   ^rr *(* - M
*=o    K-

is defined on the whole infinitesimal hull C[ — co, oo], since this semigroup is

S-continuous.

We could prove an internal version of the representation theorem for

semigroups in terms of their infinitesimal generators via an exponential series

or alternately apply the standard result to Tt and A. We omit the details.
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